Weekly Focus: Bow Lifts!

Explanation of Lesson Focus:
This week we are focusing on reviewing bow lifts. We will be learning the rules of bow lifts, about W.A.S.P, and practicing bow lifts in a scale and song.

Warm Up:
We are going to play our D major scale while practicing our bow lifts. A bow lift is notated like , and looks similar to an apostrophe. It is placed where the bow lift should happen – on the rest! Here is how you will practice your scale. Remember to say PLAY LIFT SET; PLAY LIFT SET as you practice on open strings. You also want to say the statement below out loud or in your head while you play your scale! That will help you.

D ‘ (lift) set  E ‘ (lift) set  F# ‘ (lift) set  G ‘ (lift) set  A ‘ (lift) set  B ‘ (lift) set  C# ‘ (lift) set  D ‘ (lift) set

Musical excerpt:
Now let’s practice our bow lifts in #20 Au Claire De La Lune. Pay close attention to where in the music you are asked to lift your bow ( ). Make sure you are stopping the bow on the string before the lift and setting your bow on the string after you lift before you play. Don’t forget to repeat and practice this often to really control your bow lifts.
RULE OF BOW LIFTS:

1. Curved and Relaxed Bow Hold
   - Thumb curved for cello and bent for violin/viola
   - Pinkies in proper place
2. Weight into arm and bow
   - Shoulder and elbow dropped
   - Use gravity
   - Weight into first finger
3. SET BOW before moving
4. Bow Speed

W.A.S.P. - for a clean sound (tone)

Weight
Angle
Speed
Placement

MUSIC VIDEO LESSONS
For Viola Lessons, go to Seattle Public Schools YouTube site.

https://www.youtube.com/c/SeattlePublicSchoolsTV

Violin lesson was developed by Stephanie Hellekson, Orchestra Teacher at TOPS K-8